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Abstract
The wind turbine industry is continuously trying to reduce the cost of wind energy. A trend in this regard is
the upscaling trend which tries to increase the power output of wind parks by increasing the power produced
by each individual turbine. However bigger wind turbines impose higher loads on the wind turbine drive
train. Good design of the drive train is indispensable for the reliable and optimal operation of the turbine.
This paper discusses some of the trends related to the drive train design for these upscaled machines.

1 Introduction

The wind turbine industry is continuously improving turbine designs to reduce the overall cost of wind
energy. A popular approach is to increase the power output of wind parks by increasing the power produced
by each individual turbine, the so-called upscaling trend. Bigger wind turbines have the advantage of bigger
wind speeds at higher altitudes and the possibility to equip the turbine with bigger blades. Moreover, it is
assumed that by decreasing the number of machines per Mega-watt the operations and maintenance costs of
the wind park could decrease.
However bigger wind turbines and corresponding bigger blades impose higher loads on the wind turbine
components, amongst others on the drive train. Moreover, these loads cannot be assumed to be quasi-
static as in most industrial applications[24]. Wind turbine loading includes aerodynamic loads at variable
wind speeds, gravitational loads and corresponding bending moments, inertial loads due to acceleration,
centrifugal and gyroscopic effects, operational loads such as generator torque and loads induced by certain
control actions like blade pitching, starting up, emergency braking or yawing. In addition, loads caused by
turbulence can result in unbalanced aerodynamic loads on different sides of the rotor. These loads lead to
non-torque bending moments that feed into the drive train and induce non-symmetrical loads. The nature
and importance of these non-symmetrical loads is significantly determined by the drive train configuration.
In addition to turbine reliability also noise and vibration (N&V) behavior is becoming increasingly important.
Vibrations originating from the gearbox are an important contributor, especially the excitations originating
from gear meshing. The drive train layout determines the potential to isolate these vibrations from the rest
of the turbine and minimize the interactions between the gearbox and the other turbine components.
The main goal of this paper is to give an overview of the different trends in gearbox loading and vibration
under upscaling conditions. To limit the scope of this paper only some important features are selected and
discussed. First the increasing influence of the flexibility of the gearbox structural components on the overall
gearbox dynamics is discussed. Afterwards the influence of different gearbox suspension systems on the
isolation of the non-symmetrical loads coming from the rotor is shown. Finally the influence of gearbox
mounting on the potential turbine structural excitation resulting from gear meshing, an important attribute in



turbine N&V, is investigated. All comparisons are done by means of frequency response functions (FRFs),
which describe the dynamics of the investigated system by representing the absolute value of the amplitude
of the acceleration at a location (interface) on the investigated system over the harmonic excitation at another
or the same location of the investigated system[12].

2 Challenges

This section describes the mechanism determining the investigated features and the corresponding approach
to visualize the corresponding trends.

2.1 The dynamic nature of the wind turbine application

The majority of the wind turbines installed in the 80s and 90s are fixed speed turbines[4]. However, the fact
that the operating speed can only be very limitedly changed results in several drawbacks: First, wind speed
changes cause fluctuations in the real power delivered to the distribution network. Secondly, the wind turbine
electrical connection could experience voltage dropout that could deteriorate the power quality of the nearby
consumers. In addition a major drawback of the fixed speed turbines is the difficulty for the fixed speed
machines to integrate fault ride through mechanism, which is a key grid interconnectivity requirement[26].
This fault ride-through capability means that a wind farm may not be disconnected during a grid fault.
The specific requirements are described by a grid code in a voltage profile curve in which a wind farm is not
allowed to be disconnected if the voltage during and following a fault is settled above the specified curve[25].

Therefore, the current turbines are increasingly operating in variable speed mode. This has significant ad-
vantages with regard to the amount of power produced and the overall quality of that power with regard to
grid stability. However, due to the changing operating speeds the gearbox shafts will rotate in steady state
conditions at several speeds instead of one. This significantly increases the excitation potential of the gear-
box meshing orders. These meshing orders are defined as the multiples of the meshing frequency excitation,
which is the periodic excitation resulting from the gear teeth coming into contact during revolution. In addi-
tion to variable speed turbines can also be equipped with variable pitch systems. By optimizing the control
strategy of these systems the loads on critical components such as the gearbox can be reduced. However, this
will not be further discussed as it is outside the scope of this paper[5].

In addition to the variation in normal operating speed, which can be considered as a quasi-static loading,
also transients can occur during turbine operation. These occur both at the wind and the electrical grid side.
Particularly during control actions the wind side is important whereas grid and generator fault conditions
mainly determine the transients at the electrical side. In addition transients induced by the grid can originate
from fluctuations on the controller of grid power stations due the influence of fluctuations on the active and
reactive fluctuations produced by the turbine. This is particularly the case for smaller isolated systems where
the total penetration of wind energy in the system is high[27]. Fault ride-through specifications listed in
modern transmission and distribution grid codes specify that wind-turbine generators (WTGs) must remain
connected to electricity networks at voltage levels well below nominal[21]. Particularly when normal condi-
tions in the grid are reestablished this results in dynamic excitations.
Figure 1 shows an example torque versus rpm spectrum of operation of a wind turbine in the field. In this
Figure the normal operating range is clearly market by the red zone. However, in addition to this zone the
turbine is also active in other operating ranges[2]. For example the turbine performs about 1000-2000 start-
ups and stops per year. During these start-ups and shut downs there is the potential to excite over broader
frequency ranges. In addition there are about 10-20 emergency stops per year. During such emergency stops
when the turbine is braked heavily it is possible for the torque to vary very dynamically and even that torque
reversals to occur. This implies that the torque changes sign during the braking event. The significant torque



Figure 1: Measured turbine operating spectrum[2]

changes can for example be seen below in Figure 1. The high torque changes in combination with the big
speed changes make this excitation dynamic. The final event which is of main influence is the grid loss event.
During this event the turbine will first increase in speed and afterwards fully brake. Again this can result in
torque reversals. In combination with the big speed changes this results in a dynamic excitation. This event
may also occur several times per year.
In order to account for all these dynamics in a consistent way, ZF condensed these events in several load
cases[15], which are shown in Figures 2 and 3. We used these load cases in our previous works on which this
paper is based. In conclusion it can be stated that the wind turbine application is clearly dynamic and has the
potential to operate in a broad torque and rpm spectrum rather than at a few quasi-static operation points.

Figure 2: Representative load cases part 1



Figure 3: Representative load cases part 2

Figure 4: Interface points for the frf calculations

2.2 Reliability

In this paper the reliability part focusses on the planetary stage of the gearbox. More in particular on the
planet carrier misalignment, which can result in potential unfavorable planet-ring gear mesh loading. This
can result in non-symmetric loading of the two planet bearings at each planet and consequently result in
premature gearbox failure. Phase 1 and 2 of the Gearbox Reliability Collaborative of the National Renewable
Energy Lab investigated this in detail and showed that the non-symmetric loads to which the gearbox is
subjected play an important role in creating this non-optimal planet loading [18, 20]. Therefore this paper
will start from this knowledge and show the influence of the different gearbox suspension systems on the
amount of non-torque loading to which the gearbox is subjected. This paper will consider the connection
between the rotor and the main shaft as the main excitation location with regard to reliability. There are
three main excitation degrees of freedom (DOFs): radial, thrust and bending. To get the most representative
comparison between the different gearbox suspension types it is necessary to model the full bedplate and
the main shaft. The excitation forces are applied at the rotor main shaft connection and not directly at
the gearbox in order to account for the full transfer path influencing the non-symmetrical gearbox loading.
Figure 4 showes these interface points.



The first main response DOFs are the planet carrier displacements at the rear planet carrier bearing location.
These displacements are considered to be kept as minimal as possible in order not to negatively influence
the planet-ring gear meshing force distribution over the tooth width. In addition the displacements at the
gearbox bushings are investigated. Mainly the forces at the bushing nacelle connections are of interest since
these determine the required bed plate stiffness to guide the reaction forces to the tower.

2.3 Noise and vibration

With regard to the influence of the gearbox on the turbine acoustics different acoustic mechanisms and
transfer paths are important. Figure 5 gives an overview of the most important transfer paths. Turbine
acoustics are differentiated in two main acoustic mechanisms. Two acoustic mechanisms can be defined.
The first is the structure borne noise, schematically represented in Figure 5. For the structure borne noise
the transfer path is determined by the gearbox and full turbine modal behavior. The mechanical connections,
such as the torque arms and gearbox bushings are the interface between the gearbox housing and the overall
turbine structure and should therefore be investigated extensively. The second mechanism is the airborne
noise. The gearbox housing is the main transfer path for this noise type as shown in Figure 5. Under upscaling

Figure 5: Schematic representation of the vibration and acoustic mechanisms at hand in the wind turbine

conditions the emitted airborne noise increases significantly if no countermeasures are taken. Number 2159
of the VDI-Richtelinien[1] shows the evolution of the airborne noise emitted by gearboxes as a function
of their respective power when no design changes are made. Figure 6 shows this trend. Since noise is
becoming an increasingly important design variable it is necessary to take countermeasures to minimize this
effect under upscaling conditions.

Excitation is one of the key features in the mechanism determining the gearbox noise and vibration behavior.
Several excitation mechanisms were indentified in [7] and it was shown that the broadest frequency excita-
tions originate from the gear meshing. The high speed stage (HSS) gear mesh is the most significant. The



Figure 6: Evolution of airborne noise to be expected based on VDI-Richtlinien 2159: Stirnradgetriebe, Type
1, 50% line with current design standards.

HSS is the fastest rotating shaft and therefore excites over the broadest frequency range from zero up to at
least 1500Hz during a speed run-up. During the wind turbine normal constant speed operation regime only
limited frequency ranges are excited by the HSS meshing orders. However, since the wind turbine is a dy-
namic application and the current trend is towards variable speed machines, the speed range of operation is
widening and correspondingly are also the frequency ranges of excitation of the meshing orders. Therefore
broad spectrum analysis is performed in this paper. The focus is on one of the main transfer paths for noise.
It is described by the FRFs linking the forces at the rear HSS bearing to the forces at the gearbox bushings.
The forces in the bushings are used since they describe the vibrations which are transferred to the nacelle and
the rest of the turbine. Part of the vibrations will also propagate through the generator and main shaft, but
these effects are not within focus of this work. The frequency range of interest is much broader and defined
between 500 and 900Hz. This paper will discuss this influence of the gearbox suspension by means of FRF
comparison to show the suspension mechanism with the highest potential to isolate gear induced vibrations.
Further details on the N&V optimization of a wind turbine gearbox are discussed in [29].

3 Investigated systems

The different trends discussed in the previous section will be documented further by means of example
systems. The main goal of this work is to give an overview of our research conducted on the behavior
determining these trends. Therefore results of different systems are shown in this paper. Two systems,
shown in Figure , are investigated. Both articles have a similar layout and consist of one planetary stage with
a cage planet carrier and a fixed ring gear. Moreover, both have two helical gear stages. However, their output
power and therefore dimensions differ quite significantly. The first, referred to by ǵeneric multi-megawatt
gearbox,́ is a multi-megawatt wind turbine gearbox, with an output power between 1.5 and 2.5MW, whereas
the second, referred to by ǴRC gearbox,́ has output of 750kW.

For the full nacelle investigations a publicly available system is used: the 750kW wind turbine of the NREL
GRC. On this system extensive experimental validation and numerical simulation has been done[6, 22,
23].The general layout of the GRC turbine drive train is shown in Figure 8. A general three point mounting
configuration is used, which is typical for traditional turbine drive trains. A single spherical roller main bear-



Figure 7: Investigated systems: left: Generic multi-megawatt gearbox, right: GRC gearbox

ing and two elastomeric trunnions support the gearbox and main shaft assembly. The two speed synchronous
generator is mounted to the end of the bedplate and flexibly coupled to the gearbox. The gearbox has been
redesigned extensively to reflect the design layout characteristic for current state-of-the-art multi-megawatt
machines. Changes made consist of gearing and bearing configuration and a state-of-the-art oil filtration
system. The gearbox has a three planet low speed stage followed by two parallel stages with an overall ratio
of 1:81.491.

Figure 8: GRC drive train layout

4 Structural flexibility

Gearbox modal behavior is investigated extensively in literature. Particularly stand alone planetary gear
stages and stand alone helical gear stages are documented well. Kahraman[3] assessed the ability of strictly
torsional models in describing planetary stage modal behavior by comparing results from torsional models
to those of three DOF transverse-torsional models. Kahraman concluded that the transverse-torsional mod-
els provided a more general and accurate means of modelling planetary gear stages. Similar conclusions
were drawn experimentally by Peeters et al.[17] for full gearbox containing planetary gear stages. More-
over, Lin and Parker[13][19] investigated planetary gear modal behavior, using analytical three DOF planar
lumped parameter models with two translations DOFs and one rotation. Therefore, tilting motion was not
accounted for, nor were other than radial bearing stiffness values. Gear mesh interactions were represented
by linear springs. Lin and Parker indicate the existence of significant non-torsional eigenmodes. In addition
Peeters[14, 16] has shown similar need for extending dynamic models with non-strictly torque based infor-
mation. Using 6DOF multibody models with discrete flexibility Peeters results, contained similar modal
behavior, as described by Lin and Parker. Recently, Eritenel and Parker [28] extended the Lin and Parker
three DOF analytical lumped parameter models to six DOF analytical lumped parameter models. All plan-
etary system components are considered rigid. Flexibility is only situated in gear meshes and bearings.



Eritenel and Paker defined modal categories, which are generic for all planetary gear stages:

• Rotational-axial modes: In these modes, the central members rotate and move axially, but do not tilt
or translate. The modal deflections of the planets is identical.

• Translational-tilting modes: Central members tilt and translate in-plane, but do not rotate or move
axially.

• Planet modes: Only the planets have modal deflection. The central members do not move.

Figure 9: Modal distribution over the frequency band of the kilowatt gearbox (left) and the multi-megawatt
gearbox (right). Each line represents an eigenfrequency corresponding to a mode of the overall gearbox
modal behaviour

We further elaborated on this and investigated the modal behavior of full gearboxes consisting of both plane-
tary and helical gear stages[7, 8, 10]. Three modal categories were defined: Global Modes (modal deforma-
tion in full gearbox), Planetary Modes (only model deformation in planetary stage) and Helical Modes (only
modal deformation in helical stages). For the Planetary Modes the Parker categories were found. The three
modal categories: Global Modes, Planetary Modes and Helical Modes are referred to as the Global Modes
of the system. Furthermore we investigated the influence of gearbox structural flexibilities on the gearbox
modal behavior. It was concluded that the local modal behavior of the structural component couples with the
global gearbox modal behavior. For each structural component a frequency range of influence can be defined
based on frequency response functions of the structural component[8]. Well below the first eigenfrequency
the local structural component modal behavior does not influence the full gearbox modal behavior. Above
this frequency range coupling does occur and the local structural component modal behavior should be taken
into account. By combining the FRFs of all the structural components it is possible to determine all the
influence ranges and define the needed model complexity for the different frequency ranges of interest. An
example of such a combined figure is shown in Figure 10

In [9, 7] we used these insights to assess the influence of upscaling on the gearbox dynamics. The kilowatt
and multi-megawatt gearboxes, discussed in Section 3, were used since both gearboxes are of a different
order of magnitude and have similar design layout. Two conclusions were drawn. First it was found that
the overall gearbox modes decrease significantly under upscaling conditions, as is clearly shown in Figure 9.
Therefore more eigenfrequencies decrease to a range where they can be excited by excitation sources active
in the gearbox. In addition it was concluded that the local modal behavior of the structural components
occurs at lower frequencies, as shown in Figure 10 and therefore that there is more coupling with the overall
gearbox modal behavior. Therefore it was concluded that under upscaling conditions accurate integrated
dynamic design is needed and should include the most important structural components. The required com-
ponents can be found using the discussed FRF approach. Moreover it was found that the gearbox housing is
the most influential flexibility in the system.



Figure 10: Left: Ranges of influence distribution for the structural flexibilities of the kilowatt gearbox Right:
Ranges of influence distribution for the structural flexibilities of the multi-megawatt gearbox

5 Wind turbine gearbox support influence on reliability

Under upscaling conditions the rotor forces will increase significantly. Together with the increased torque
loading also the non-torque components will increase. In addition, as discussed in Section 4, the influence
of the structural flexibilities increases significantly under upscaling conditions. Gearbox suspension is an
important contributor. The gearbox can be suspended in different ways in the wind turbine. In [11] we
investigated the influence of the suspension type on some of the features important for wind turbine gearbox
reliability. Some of those results are discussed, but first some gearbox suspension systems are described.



5.1 Three point mounting

In the three point mounting (TPM) configuration, the most commonly used in the market, the main shaft is
supported at one side by a main bearing and connected at the other side to the planet carrier of the gearbox.
A torque arm on two bushings interfaces the gearbox and the nacelle. Figure 11 shows the different parts
of the system. In the TPM all non-torque forces are theoretically transferred to the main bearing on the one
side and the interface consisting of the planet carrier, planet carrier bearings, gearbox housing and bushings
on the other side. One of the reasons why this design is so popular in the market is that it does not result in a
hyperstatic configuration.

Figure 11: left: Three point mounting configuration model, right: Four point mounting configuration model

5.2 Two bearing configuration

The main difference between the TPM and the two bearing configuration (TBC) is the use of a second smaller
main bearing to support the main shaft of the turbine at the gearbox side. Therefore the system becomes hy-
perstatic. The main assumption in the market is that if the system is well designed it should be possible to
divert all non-torque loading through the two main bearings into the nacelle. In the TBC the gearbox is still
connected to the nacelle by means of a torque arm on two bushings. All important components are shown on
Figure 11. The hyperstaticity of the system is the main challenge of this configuration, which requires good
insights during the design phase in the overall turbine loading.

5.3 Hydraulic suspension

The third configuration, the hydraulic suspension (HS), is a variant of the TBC. In this system the main shaft
is also supported by two main bearings. The gearbox however is not connected to the nacelle by means of
a torque arm and bushings. Instead a hydraulic system is used, which allows the gearbox to move freely
in upward and downward direction while constraining the gearbox in the torque DOF. Figure 12 illustrates
the principle of the HS. The main assumption in the market is that this system only constrains the gearbox
in those DOFs which should be constrained, while allowing the gearbox to move freely in all other DOFs,
which should avoid unfavorable loading conditions.



Figure 12: Hydraulic suspension model

5.4 Influence of thrust loading

One of the important non-torque loading patterns in a wind turbine is the thrust loading originating from the
rotor. This loading is transferred onto the drive train. Depending on the gearbox and gearbox suspension de-
sign this loading could result in unfavorable internal loading in the gearbox. As described in Section 2.2 one
of the main parameters for reliability is the rear planet carrier bearing displacement. Figure 13, determined
in [11], show this response to thrust loading at the rotor coupling. In addition Figure 14, determined in [11],
illustrates the rear planet carrier bearing rotational response about the first radial axis. Based on these figures
it can be concluded that the TPM shows a significant resonance in the frequency range of interest and has the
overall highest response amplitudes. Both the TBC and HS are therefore better in isolating the rotor thrust
loads from the gearbox. For further results the reader is referred to [11].

Figure 13: Transfer path between rotor coupling thrust force dof (fx) and planet carrier bearing 1st radial dof
(y)

5.5 Influence of non-torque loading

Similarly non-torque loading was investigated in [11]. Two example graphs are shown in Figures 15 and 14.
With regard to Ry response in the planet carrier bearing it is clear that the HS scores better than the TBC and
TPM. This is expected to be mainly due to the free suspension in vertical direction, allowing the gearbox
to compensate for a significant part of the loading about Ry. Comparing the results for the TBC and HS in
Figure 16 shows the added value of the free gearbox movement to reduce loads in the first planetary stage of
the gearbox.

In conclusion it can be stated that the gearbox suspension system has significant influence on those features
of the gearbox behavior important for reliability. Therefore fully integrated design of the drive train is
necessary. Flexible multibody simulation models containing of the full drive train including the gearbox can
help during this design.



Figure 14: Transfer path between rotor coupling thrust force dof (fx) and planet carrier bearing 1st rotational
dof (ty)

Figure 15: Transfer path between rotor coupling ty torque dof and planet carrier bearing 1st radial dof (y)

Figure 16: Transfer path between rotor coupling ty torque dof and planet carrier bearing 1st rotational dof
(ty)

6 Wind turbine gearbox support influence on N&V

The transfer paths starting at one of the HSS bearings to the gearbox mounting bushings, an important
interface for structure borne noise, were discussed in [11]. It was concluded that the gearbox mounting
bushings experience the smallest displacements in the TBC configuration, which is the result of the high
stiffness of the gearbox mounting bushings in combination with the higher stiffness resulting from the two
main bearings. However special care should be given to the peaks present in the FRFs when designing the
gearbox mounts and the main bearings. In the HS the displacements at the mounting locations are bigger
but the overall response over the frequency range of interest is relatively flat. Therefore this system is even



better in the decoupling of the gearbox from the rest of the system.

Figure 17: Transfer path between hss rear bearing fy dof and gearbox mounting bushings 2nd radial dof (z)

Figure 18: Transfer path between hss rear bearing ty dof and gearbox mounting bushings 2nd radial dof (z)

In conclusion it can be stated that the gearbox mounting can have significant influence on the transfer path
important for the structure borne noise. Therefore it is suggested to further investigate this by means of fully
integrated models of the drive train.

7 Conclusions

This paper gave an overview of some trends regarding reliability, dynamics and noise and vibration behavior
of wind turbine gearboxes. It was concluded that good dynamic modeling and fully integrated drive train
design are essential for upscaled turbine drive trains.
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